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TECHNOLOGY

CROWN PROFILES

PRO HIGH (A)
It has a structured, steep 
profile and is typically 
featured with a flat visor.

PRO MID (B)
Often thought of as the 
traditional baseball cap, it 
is usually structured, but 
has a slightly lower profile.

MID TO LOW (C)
It is slightly less slanted and 
more shallow than the Pro 
Mid, but can be structured 
or unstructured.

LOW (D)
It is either unstructured 
or lightly structured to lie 
closely to the head and is 
paired with a pre-curved 
visor.

PRO ROUND (E)
It has premium buckram 
and rounded upper panels 
that contour to rest 
securely on your head. It is 
featured with a slight pre-
curved visor.

CLOSURES

Plastic Snap &
Soft Snap

Double Plastic Snap & 
Double Soft Snap

Hook/Loop Tape Tuck Strap with Slide D-Fit® Nylon Strap with Plastic 
Buckle

Tuck Strap with
Buckle or Snap Buckle

An adjustable hook/loop tape closure around a D-Ring 
attached to an elastic band to ensure the perfect fit.

D-FIT® CLOSURE

A stretchable elastic band that adjusts to fit most head sizes.
EXPAND-A-BAND

Q3® technology wicks moisture away from the skin and 
transfers it to the fabric’s surface for evaporation.

Q3® FABRIC

Select styles available in Double X™.
Styles adjusted to fit 7 5/8” - 8 1/8” cap size.

DOUBLE X™ SIZE

Gives you the look and comfort of a fitted cap. Perform with 
a perfect fit!

ProFlex® SWEATBAND

QTech™ Cooling technology wicks moisture away from the 
head to provide a rapid cooling sensation. QTech™ Cooling 
products have a cool feeling and offers 50+ UPF protection.

QTECH™ COOLING FABRIC

We have combined the ProFlex® sweatband with an adjustable 
closure to create the most comfortable and perfect fit yet.

ProFlex® ADJUSTABLE

CURVED OR FLAT VISOR
Wear it how you want it. Every cap with this feature has an 
easily shaped visor that will easily adjust from curved or flat.

Uses 3-Click illumination to light the path, distance or both. 3 
white LED lights in the visor, and 1 white LED on under visor.

OC HIBEAM®

We carry a variety of UPF rated products to protect your skin 
from excessive UV rays that cause skin cancer and 
premature aging.

UV SHIELD

Each eco3®  cap has a feature designed to preserve, endure 
and sustain.
BAMBOO CHARCOAL ATTRIBUTES
Wicks moisture, naturally inhibits the growth of odor-causing 
bacteria and is thermo-regulating.

eco3®  PRESERVE • ENDURE • SUSTAIN

Capable of reflecting light for improved visibility in the dark.
REFLECTIVE ATTRIBUTES

LADIES FIT SIZING
This fit has a smaller circumference, shortened crown and 
smaller visor to ensure a great fit just for ladies.

SCENT DESTROYER
Scent Control System technology eliminates 
odor-causing bacteria for long-term scent control.

REPREVE™ SUSTAINABLE FABRIC
A traceable and certified recycled synthetic fiber. Repreve 
textiles are made from recycled plastic bottles woven in to 
soft polyester textiles for use in our sustainable products.


